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He's got the bug
He's got the bug! 
Where you mind has fallen down

He's got the bug
He's got the bug
Where your heart has fallen down
And he thinks of war

You think you know him
You think you know! 
But you'll find
You're wrong

He's got books, pictures, papers
That say, war! war! war! war! war! 
This is no act

His mother wants no war
His father wants no war

And he... 

Has! Got! The! Bug! 

Timmy, Timmy lived down by the water and he said
I don't care much for the water
I want war and I want it now! 
I want war and I want it now! 

Draw an "A" on your wall
I want to kill a soldier
If I can

Albania I am your savior
Timmy Rebel is in your favor
We've got guns, we've got love, we've got hate, we
got! 
We've got one, we've got ten, we've got twelve, we got!

Rebel Lines, We define
Liri! Tani! 
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Kete sekonde
Tani per tani
Momentalist! 
Right Now! 

Timmy, Timmy lost his eye and he thought
I don't care much for my eye
The news says nothing, nothing new
So paint your own picture, picture this
What do you want?

Red is blue, red is black
Colors have no meaning
When they're written down

Albania I am your savior
Timmy Rebel is in your favor
We've got guns, we've got love, we've got hate, we
got! 
We've got one, we've got ten, we've got twelve, we got!

Rebel Lines, We define
Liri! Tani! 
Kete sekonde
Tani per tani
Momentalist! 
Right Now! 

And now we've all got the bug
We've got the bug
And our minds have fallen down

We've got books, pictures, papers that say
War, war, war, war, war! 
This is no act
Our mothers want no war
Our fathers want no war
And we've go the bug
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